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Formula for disaster: Bill Gates' BIOMILQ pushing formula shortage

STORY AT-A-GLANCE

Fake food is being poised as a panacea to end world hunger and food shortages, but there’s nothing

miraculous about synthetic, lab-made food. It can’t compare to food that comes from nature in

terms of nutrition or environmental protection, and as we’re seeing with the mysterious infant

formula shortages, when you’re dependent on fake food, your very survival is also dependent on the

handful of companies that manufacture them.

With parents getting desperate in the search for infant formula, it’s eye-opening that campaigns

haven’t been started to encourage new mothers to breastfeed — the best food for infants and one

that also happens to be free and readily available in most cases. If you haven’t read my article on

the best workaround for infant formula for those that are unable to breast feed, it is on Substack.

In the video above, you can watch a concerning timeline about why this may be, as Bill Gates

appears to be behind the push to stop breastfeeding and encourage uptake of BIOMILQ, a cell-

cultured “human milk” made in a lab,  along with other varieties of fake food.

Bill Gates’ Formula for Disaster

In June 2020, Bill Gates announced startup company BIOMILQ, which is using biotechnology to

create lab-made human milk for babies. Using mammary epithelial cells placed in Lasks with cell

culture media, the cells grow and are placed in a bioreactor that the company says “recreates

conditions similar to in the breast.”

This synthetic lab-made breast milk replacement raised $3.5 million in funding from Gates’

investment Qrm Breakthrough Energy Ventures.  Gates has also contributed at least $319 million to

the media,  including The Guardian, allowing him to control and dictate what they print. The day

after the Gates Foundation paid The Guardian its annual funding in May 2022, it released a hit piece

on breastfeeding titled, “Turns out breastfeeding really does hurt — why does no one tell you?”

U.S. Customs and Border Protection (CBP) offers also seized 588 cases of infant formula from

Europe in April 2021 because it lacked appropriate nutritional labeling. In February 2021, CBP

o_cers said they inspected 17 separate shipments of infant formula from Germany and The

Netherlands, leading to a warning against buying infant formula online from overseas.

At the time, Keith Fleming, CBP’s acting director of Qeld operations in Baltimore, Maryland, said in a

news release:

“Consumers should be very careful when contemplating the purchase of items over the

internet from an international source, because they may not get what they expect. People

expect that the products they purchase comply with existing U.S. health and safety laws

and regulations and they’ll be safe for them or their family. That’s not always the case.”

While warning Americans against purchasing infant formula from overseas, in February 2022 the

U.S. Food and Drug Administration announced bacterial contamination at the Abbott Nutrition’s

Sturgis, Michigan facility,  which is behind the current infant formula shortages. While Gates is

clearly behind the push to stop breastfeeding and encourage BIOMILQ in lieu of breastmilk or

formula, the formula shortages highlight the risks of consolidated food production.

Abbott Enriched Shareholders While Formula Sickened Babies

Corporate consolidation is rampant in the U.S. baby formula market, of which 90% is controlled by

four companies. Abbot is among them, responsible for 43% of baby formula production in the U.S.

Yet, according to a whistleblower Qling from October 2021, equipment at the company’s Sturgis

facility was “failing and in need of repair.”

Pitting and pinholes reportedly existed in a number of pipes, allowing bacterial contamination.

Leadership was aware of the failing equipment for up to seven years before the February 2022

outbreak, according to the whistleblower’s report.

With equipment in need of repair, and a bacteria outbreak in their formula sickening babies, Abbott

used its massive proQts from 2019 to 2021 to announce a lucrative stock buyback program.

According to The Guardian:

“Abbott detected bacteria eight times as its net proCts soared by 94% between 2019 and

2021. And just as its tainted formula allegedly began sickening a number of babies, with

two deaths reported, the company increased dividends to shareholders by over 25% while

announcing a stock buyback program worth $5bn.”

Speaking with The Guardian, Rakeen Mabud, chief economist for the Groundwork Collaborative,

added, “Abbott chose to prioritize shareholders by issuing billions of dollars in stock buybacks

instead of making productive investments.”

Big Meat and Dairy Companies Dominate Fake Meat Industry

The increasing number of plant-based fake foods and lab-grown meat companies give the illusion

that consumers are getting more choices and the food industry is becoming less consolidated.

However, there are still relatively few Qrms that are controlling the global grab for “protein” markets.

In a research article published in Frontiers in Sustainable Food Systems, Philip Howard, a faculty

member in the department of community sustainability at Michigan State University, and

colleagues explain how this “protein” industry convergence is further jeopardizing the resilience of

the food system and reducing genetic diversity of livestock and crops:

“Recent years have seen the convergence of industries that focus on higher protein foods,

such as meat processing Crms expanding into plant-based substitutes and/or cellular meat

production, and Csheries Crms expanding into aquaculture. A driving force behind these

changes is dominant Crms seeking to increase their power relative to close competitors,

including by extending beyond boundaries that pose constraints to growth.

The broad banner of “protein” offers a promising space to achieve this goal, despite its

nutritionally reductionist focus on a single macronutrient. Protein Crm strategies to

increase their dominance are likely to further diminish equity in food systems by

exacerbating power asymmetries.”

Tyson and Cargill, two of the largest meat processors in the world, for instance, have invested in

fake meat company Memphis Meats, which also has backing from Bill Gates and Richard Branson.

Other billionaires invested in fake foods include Sergey Brin (Mosa Meat), Peter Thiel (Modern

Meadow) and Marc Benioff (Eat Just).

“These companies wouldn’t be making these investments if they didn’t expect that the intellectual

properties held by these start-ups will lead to monopoly proQts,” Howard notes.  In “The Politics of

Protein,” a report from the International Panel of Experts on Sustainable Food Systems (IPES-Food),

Howard explains:

“Nearly every large meat and dairy processor/manufacturer has also acquired or developed

plant-based meat and dairy substitutes, establishing footholds in a market that is growing

approximately 20% per year.

More than a dozen of these Crms have also invested in start-ups that are attempting to

commercialize lab-grown meat and Csh. Meanwhile, Vanguard and BlackRock — two of the

world’s biggest asset management Crms — have investments in almost all the largest meat,

dairy, and animal feed companies.”

It is important to understand why all of these fake meat products are an absolute metabolic

disaster relates to the fact that they are using vegetable fats to replace animal fats. Not only are

they devoid of important vitamins like vitamin A and vitamin K2, but they are loaded with the

dangerous omega-6 fat linoleic acid LA.

In some cases they contain up to 10 to 20 times the amount found in meats, which will radically

contribute to diseases like diabetes, obesity, cancer and heart disease.

Lab-Grown Food Is an Environmental Catastrophe

The push for fake food is being made on the platform that it will somehow save the environment

from the ravages of factory farming, which has devastated the environment with its concentrated

animal feeding operations and monocultures. But this, too, is misleading.

In February 2021, the Good Food Institute (GFI), a nonproQt group behind the alternative protein

industry, released a techno-economic analysis of cultivated meat, which was prepared by

consulting Qrm CE Delft.  In it, they developed a model to reduce the current costs of cultured meat

production down to a point that would make it economically feasible in full-scale plants by 2030, a

model they said is “feasible.”

In attempting to create cultured meat on the scale that would be necessary to feed the world,

logistical problems are numerous and, possibly, insurmountable. There are waste products —

catabolites — to deal with, as even cultured cells excrete waste that is toxic.

And, the oxygen and nutrients available must be adequately distributed to all the cells — something

that’s di_cult in a large reactor. Stirring the cells faster or adding more oxygen may help, but this

can cause fatal stress to the cells.

The environmental “beneQts” are also on shaky ground when you factor in soy production as well as

the use of conventional energy sources. When this is factored in, GFI’s life-cycle analysis found that

cultured meat may be worse for the environment than conventionally produced chicken and

pork.

Farmer and historian John Lewis-Stempel also points out that the world’s farmers already produce

enough food for the global population: “[A]ny discussion of global food policy needs to begin with

one plain fact: there is … no actual food shortage. Already, the planet’s farmers produce enough

food to cater for the projected 10 billion humans of 2050. The problem is waste and distribution.”

Yet, the push for the creation of fake protein sources continues. In the foreword to Navdanya

International’s report “False Solutions That Endanger Our Health and Damage the Planet,” Vandana

Shiva also details how lab-grown foods are catastrophic for human health and the environment, as

they are repeating the mistakes already made with industrial agriculture:

“In response to the crises in our food system, we are witnessing the rise of technological

solutions that aim to replace animal products and other food staples with lab-grown

alternatives. ArtiCcial food advocates are reiterating the old and failed rhetoric that

industrial agriculture is essential to feed the world.

Real, nutrient-rich food is gradually disappearing, while the dominant industrial agricultural

model is causing an increase in chronic diseases and exacerbating climate change. The

notion that high-tech, “farm free” lab food is a viable solution to the food crisis is simply a

continuation of the same mechanistic mindset which has brought us to where we are today

— the idea that we are separate from and outside of nature.

Industrial food systems have reduced food to a commodity, to “stuff” that can then be

constituted in the lab. In the process, both the planet’s health and our health have been

nearly destroyed.”

Signs the Fake Meat Industry Is Stalling

For all of its fanfare, there are signs that the fake meat industry may be failing before it ever gets

off the ground. Shares of Beyond Meat, for one example, lost $6 billion since March 2020 due to

weak sales growth and has resorted to partnering with PepsiCo to release a plant-based jerky

product.

“My analysis is the launch will do very little to increase the company’s fortunes,” writes business

development consultant Victor Martino in Just Food.  He argues that the “plant-based meat

revolution” is just a PR stunt, a narrative that’s set to implode:

“The fact is, despite increased product availability in terms of brand choices and added

retail outlets, plant-based meat sales stalled in 2021, recording zero growth, according to

recent research from SPINS, data commissioned and released by The Plant-Based Foods

Association and The Good Food Institute.

According to the research, the total annual sales of plant-based meat in the US remained

stable at $1.4 billion. That’s a continuation of the 1.4% share of total meat category sales.”

Shares of Beyond Meat and Oatly, a plant-based milk substitute, have lost more than half their value

in 2022,  but this isn’t to say that their executives are suffering. Beyond Meat’s former chief growth

o_cer Chuck Muth sold shares valued at more than $62 million from 2019 to 2021, while Biz Stone,

a current board member and Twitter co-founder, has made millions on Beyond Meat stock.

The fact remains that when private companies control the food supply, they will also ultimately

control countries and entire populations. Biotech will eventually push farmers and ranchers out of

the equation and will threaten food security and human health. In other words, the work being done

in the name of sustainability and saving the planet will give greater control to private corporations

while weakening the population.

To save the planet and support your health, skip all the fake meat alternatives and opt for real food

that’s being raised the right way instead. When you shop for food, know your farmer and look for

regenerative, biodynamic and/or grass fed farming methods, which are bringing you truly

sustainable food for a healthy population and planet.

My latest book, “The Truth About COVID-19,” is an instant bestseller. After thousands of reviews it

has a nearly perfect 5-star rating, so grab your copy today before it’s too late!

The Truth
About

COVID-19
by Doctor Joseph Mercola

6,423 ratings

ORDER NOW
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What can we expect from a man who is not a doctor nor a scientist? He clearly has no interest in the health of the human species and

absolutely wouldn't want this for his own children if he knew the long term affects. I watched an interview with his daughter and how

she responded to the shot. If he does believe in the shot, then he's with a large percentage of the rest of the US putting their faith in a

new technology that clearly is dangerous for humans. His daughter was on a soccer Qeld - I thought to myself - hope it didn't affect her

heart too. My own son who vehemently denied my concerns went and got the 2 shots - works very hard outdoors and has been saying

he thinks he needs to see someone, he doesn't feel right.

He's over 18, so I told him to get himself seen. That's as far as I want to go with it. I'm mentally exhausted at the change in the health

of my family. One would think I'd pick up the cross and start lecturing on all the things needed to reverse any damage - but alas - I'm

exhausted. And since they wouldn't connect health issues to the shots anyways, I'm saving my breath and holding it at the same time. I

wish everyone on the fence, or anyone with doubts, would listen to the darkhorse podcast with Bret Weinstein, Dr. Malone, and Steve

Kirsch. www.bitchute.com/.../TH2HAmTp40xq  It's long, but thorough. Unfortunately, not enough people have questions.
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I have to echo what you are saying, in particular the last bit about family. It has been happening all around me, with people

getting ill, one fatally, because of the poison. They are so scared, fearful and at the same time also pleasers with virtue

signalling. It is like sitting in a train and the conductor walks past you with out checking your ticket and your mask, and you call

him/her back to show that you are obedient and good.
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Fake Meat, Fake Breastmilk and Food Shortages
Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola % Fact Checked

Bill Gates appears to be behind the push to stop breastfeeding and encourage uptake of BIOMILQ, a cell-cultured “human milk” made in a lab, along

with other varieties of fake food

&

Nearly every large meat and dairy processor/manufacturer has also acquired or developed plant-based meat and dairy substitutes&

This “protein” industry convergence is jeopardizing the resilience of the food system and reducing genetic diversity of livestock and crops&

When you factor in soy production as well as the use of conventional energy sources, lab-grown meat may be worse for the environment than

conventionally produced chicken and pork

&

There are signs that the fake meat industry may be failing before it ever gets off the ground; shares of Beyond Meat lost $6 billion since March 2020

due to weak sales growth

&

To save the planet and support your health, skip all the fake meat alternatives and opt for real food that’s being raised using regenerative, grass fed

methods
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My husband doesn’t believe the shots are bad because he hasn’t yet seen anyone suffer any bad health effects or death from

people he knows that have been fully vax’d / boosted either at work or in extended family. Our elderly parents all passed well

before Civ 19, so thankfully we didn’t have to deal with the nursing home debacle. He refutes all whistleblowers and alternative

reporting by going to MSM & Google websites falsely reporting safety &e_cacy, while censoring adverse reactions. How many

others are out there like him?
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If his daughter actually took a jab, it wouldn’t be the same one pushed on you. Count on it!
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Hang in there.
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I don’t have children, but I have family members and friends that got the jab. I’m tired too. A couple of my friends I have known

most of my life don’t have anything to do with me anymore. I almost married Bill. I’m so glad I didn’t because everything would

be wrong between us now. I tried to warn them, but they got it anyway. I really believe the jab is affecting some people’s minds.
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I share your frustration. It's pointless and hopeless to try to convince any family member (or anyone else) about the dangers of

the vaccine if they are pro vax. They refuse to believe anything negative about the shots. I had a doctor tell me (online) that "not

one in a million has been injured by the vaccines." You cannot say anything that would change their minds, sadly.
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This "monster" needs to be put away where he can't do any more damage to society with his money. Considering his massive

involvement with the WEF, the WHO and it's "all in" involvement with Covid-19 he, his friend Fauci and Collins should be referred

to as the greatest mass murderers in human history; far more than many wars the U.S. has been involved in, without Qring a

single bullet. There is no excuse for the fact that he, many of his wealthy Qends, yes I meant FIENDS, and liberal companies and

governments to continue to exist and operate. These people, governments and corporations have declared war on mankind.

Does mankind understand what that means? Apparently not, because we are doing NOTHING to correct the problem. Praying

that the next election will Qx anything is pure madness. Wars like this unprecedented attack on humanity are not won at the

corrupted ballot box. It takes an all out assault on EVIL with all of mankind involved.
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Why would people take this shot when they don't even understand it's ingredients ? I'm in shock at moms holding up their babies

to sacriQce them to Gates and Fauci.....these men and the government is the 'wild beast' in Revelation....and this 'wild beast' is

out to kill...
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Lovetosing, you ask "What can we expect from a man who is not a doctor nor a scientist?" We can expect at the very least ten

years of pandemics.  www.globalresearch.ca/video-the-plan-who-plans-to-have-10-years-of-pan..
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Unfortunately, Candance Owen said it best....."those of us who are not vaccinated will be the ones left to tell what happened.
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Unfortunetly, they will have to learn from experience.. Mother's can only inform, ask them to not do it and then pray that they will

not be harmed by it. So glad at this point that I never had any children, would be worried for their safety.
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Gates does not look healthy for a man of 67 (?) I know people 30 years older who look and act younger. Has he been testing his

own fake products?
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What’s the difference between baby formula and Gates biomilq? They’re both fake breast milk so why the alarm? I nursed my kids and

they nursed theirs yet still two of the three got vaxx'd then refused to speak to us non vaxx’d so I have no idea if they’ve suffered

adverse affects?? Today is a great day to celebrate free will and free choice!!
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It's not always the case, but if a child is allergic to breast milk he/she will probably be allergic to the biomilk Gates is developing

since Gate's biomilk is supposedly produced using mammary glands. Sometimes the allergy is caused by what the mother eats.

Anything artiQcial/fake/lab created should be avoided at all cost assuming the baby can tolerate the real thing. It has been

documented many times that babies that were breast fed have fewer developmental issues, fewer allergies, higher IQ's, and an

overall better quality of life as they get older.
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jamNjim, a child cannot be allergic to breastmilk. If the baby shows an allergy, he/she is allergic to something in the mother's

diet. That has to be eliminated. I know someone who had to stop eating/drinking dairy while she breastfed her baby. Another

couldn't eat strawberries. The doctors are quick to say the baby is allergic to breastmilk and put the baby on substandard

formula when all that's needed is for the mother to put effort into an elimination diet. There are instances where the mother is

on life sustaining medications that prohibit breastfeeding, and those are instances where formula are required.
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"What’s the difference between baby formula and Gates biomilq?" ...and Foal-Lac, which I suspect where all this originated. I

have to wonder where the colostrum comes from??? www.chewy.com/.../213534   ~~~

 www.healthline.com/.../bovine-colostrum
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All the while Gates is pushing us to eat fake meat, he's also buying enormous amounts of farmland. He is not a farmer; what does he

need farmland for? This all stinks of food monopoly down the line. Hold on to your farmland, your cattle, chickens, heirloom seed of all

kinds.
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You're correct of course but unfortunately hardly anyone is willing to think about the underpinnings, the enabling root cause of it

all, and of course elites are never going to level with us about their true thoughts. Those of us here are well-off and not breeding

like rabbits but other places in the world are, at 217,000+ new consumers per day. That's down from 238,000+ a couple of years

ago. Ever expanding farmlands needed. WEF's Santa Klaus Schwab says we will "only eat meat as an occasional treat", and he

too will never tell us the real motivation for it but it's out of necessity because land for crops we eat directly (fruits and

vegetables) are higher protein per acre than pasture and farm animal feed crops.

Regular people seem to think earth's resources are inQnite, elites do not think so. Thus all of the schemes are their play, to make

themselves the saviors of earth. From our sex drives. A competent elite class would just be honest about it, plaster media with

the stats like 55,000 merchant ships at sea right now hauling our stuff and offer $300 to any vasectomy volunteers as token

thanks for caring about the planet, problem solved. Whoa there Gar, that's crazy talk, where's the fun and power and proQt in

that? We remain completely powerless until we face up to the unspoken motives driving everything they do -- the fact we are

breeding like rabbits. In Niger, 6.7 births per woman for example.
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And I can take you a bet that those farms have bountiful supplies of underground water. Nestl and other globalists have also

bought land with good underground water, also in South America.
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garyha, the countries that have the highest birth rates are also the countries with the highest death rates of children. If those

countries could be helped to save their children, the birth rates would drop. In the United States and most developed countries,

birth rates have dropped below 'replacement' of population. Between higher survival rates of children, women working longer

before deciding to have children (then many of them Qnding they can't have children), birth rates have dropped. And we do not

have a competent elite class. They are out for themselves and only want enough slaves (us) to maintain their lifestyles. We

cannot depend on them for our life and health. We need independent farmers and not big conglomerates controlling our food.
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Cabochon
Joined On 10/7/2018 12:45:48 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The power of words and imagery to inLuence and change our thinking and behaviour has long been used by commerce, religion,

politics and dictators such as Gates. If this were not so, then why the millions of dollars spent on advertising? Notice how often

the words big’, large’, multinational, corporations, global, industrial, occur in these articles which translate into power, proQt and

propaganda. Time to change our our thinking towards health, not wealth. The WWO (World Wealth Organisation, formerly known

as the World Health Organisation) shows how easily the two concepts are confused. A rethink is required - fast food vs slow

food; natural vs synthetic; global vs local.

The fast and processed food industries have done irreparable harm to us and our planet. The slow food movement mirrors

nature i.e. the gradual accumulation of nutrients in the soil that produce nurturing crops and grasses. These depend on

regeneration of the soil, rainfall and minerals, energy from the sun. We evolved from the natural world, not from factory farming

nor artiQcial GMO animal “feed”. Admittedly farming is a recent introduction in evolutionary terms but if done sustainably is

perfectly capable of feeding the world. The patent o_ce is a corrupt organisation. “The patenting logic that underlies the

synthetic food movement, sees animals and nature .replaced by .lab-engineered products.

This dangerous way of thinking reduces animals to mere inputs in a production system..separating humans from nature and

food from life” What to do? Support small independent farms that produce real food in harmony with nature, not against it. Vote

with your wallet and boycott goods produced by corporations - Danone, Kelloggs, Nestle and many others. Think globally but

shop locally from small, independent, reputable producers.

navdanyainternational.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/03/The-Corporate-Pus..
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IzzyKitty
Joined On 4/9/2020 10:54:30 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

jedikitty, Gates is buying up farmland to keep the land from being used to grow food or animals grazing on it. I know this for a

fact because I know farmers that have been approached to sell their land to him. The man is pathetic!
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Dordee
Joined On 5/22/2012 12:47:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Last I heard he had over 250,000 acres. Chinese also buying up land through others.
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You are kidding right? One of the easiest and most-used tax-write-offs by the uber rich is to own farm land, producing anything

or have sheep grazing on it. Gates' largest properties are growing potatoes used for McDonald's french fries.
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mdbrown7111
Joined On 3/7/2013 1:31:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

He should have been out away in the 90s for his illegal activity and monopoly with Microsoft. The guy is pure human trash.
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Wouldn't classify him as human. Just pure trash.
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myers4475
Joined On 2/21/2021 11:52:26 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I am a huge proponent of breastfeeding, but I read earlier this week that there is now Qrm evidence that spike proteins (not antibodies,

but the toxic, synthetic spike proteins themselves) are passed in breastmilk by vaccinated mothers. I haven’t seen the studies myself,

and am hoping it isn’t true, but if it is, it now has well-meaning mothers who thought they were doing the right thing by being vaxxed,

between a rock and a hard place! Do you risk starving your baby by choosing formula and potentially not being able to Qnd enough, or

do you breastfeed and risk passing on blood-clot inducing spikes? “Not to fear! Biomilq is here!!” I wonder if Bill Gates even

understands how evil he is....
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DebbyW
Joined On 5/27/2010 9:07:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Unfortunately, babies have died from drinking breastmilk from vaxxed mothers. Then there are the pregnant women who got

vaxxed and miscarried, and may never have a baby again. Along with the women of childbearing age who are now sterile

because they took the vaxx. This disaster is still being revealed. Bill Gates knows how evil he is, but he sees it as a parent who

is using tough love. In the end, it will be 'good' for the child. He's really an egomaniac.
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It will be "good" for the children Gates allows to survive. Or maybe he thinks the planet will be greener with no carbon. If Billy

were dead, I'd sleep better at night.
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maxxon
Joined On 2/22/2016 3:30:00 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If you consider that the true purpose of "the shot" was nothing about providing immunity from Covid-19 for non inoculated

individuals your fears are perfectly reasonable. These spike proteins from the mRNA concoction are supposed to create more

and more of the proteins in order to stress the existing human immune system. The stress then damages and weakens the

immune system. All of the adverse reactions were and are expected by the inventors if tyou consider the agenda they are

following.

Their agenda is precisely what Big Pharma, WHO and much of the medical establishment has been discussing and planning

since the late 1970's. They know exactly what they are trying to accomplish; mass genocide under the disguise of a world health

emergency. They deliberately created the new virus in order to create the pandemic in order to strike fear into the population to

pretty much force the population to accept an allegedly untested experimental drug. These are doctors and scientists with

pH-D's.

To assume all of these adverse reactions were a surprise to them is nonsense. If the plan is to reduce the global population by

30%,as Bill Gates stated in a speech in 2000, they had to create something that would produce those results. The worlds

governments massive obsession with jabbing every living human with a known toxin should have gotten everyone's attention

that something bad was going on. Fatality rates for relatively healthy, young and older individuals continue to skyrocket all the

while the evil powers continue to invent new variants and more medically dangerous booster shots.

Bill Gates and his Great Reset, NWO and population control fascists easily Qgured out how to kill lots of people but they have no

clue how to stop the death and destruction they have started. As long as these people are freely walking the Earth mankind is in

great danger. It may very well be too late to stop the destruction of mankind. But if these people are allowed to continue we are

doomed.
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Jeremiah.8
Joined On 5/31/2022 10:37:50 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"I hear the piercing thunder of every key of every door of every escape. Centuries of watching like a hunter becomes intimate

with the smallest nuance of his prey. The enlightened are in thrall and motionless at the gathering darkness. The path forward is

but an arm's breadth - then black upon layered black and monstrous shapes."
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Dordee
Joined On 5/22/2012 12:47:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

He does, that is why he is doing this. If his family isjabbed, only hope the sins of the father are visited on his children.
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grilly111
Joined On 10/29/2020 10:21:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

How can 'AI/Computer Tech' Microsoft Gates even think that he could have it through 'The Progressive Biden/Harris Left' made "illegal"

to breastfeed a baby that a woman has given birth to? This is anti-humanism in the extreme gone completely mad! He should be

certiQed absolutely insane and locked away forever, period..!!
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bee70578
Joined On 1/24/2014 4:03:10 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It speaks volumes that he released most iterations of Windows before they were completely tested. When working in a tech

support team, I found that we got much of the blame for malfunctions from our users, or for not being able to Qx the unQxable.
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yup, why would anyone put their faith in such a madman? Every time he steps into Africa more lives are lost. You've got the

money Bill - how about we start there with fresh water accessible by every human - you know, since you're so humane.  Arrg.
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maxxon
Joined On 2/22/2016 3:30:00 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

And wait until Beijing Joe issues an Executive Order about all guns like Trudeau just did and another one to make it illegal to

attempt to provide your own food. Bill Gates has been buying up tens of thousands of acres of farm land. Why? to prevent them

from being used to grow food. He and Biden are working to create shortages. How could 20 food product manufacturing plants

and warehouses mysteriously burn down within a months or two? Answer; government intervention. Remember when Reagan

said "freedom and liberty are never more than one generation from extinction". This could be that generation.
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mtb1939
Joined On 9/5/2017 7:30:10 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I will never eat lab made sludge. First generation real food processed at home is the only way we eat at my house. I make my own dog

food, fermented veggies, and drinks, tofu, bread, jam, nut milks, etc. Do not trust factory food.
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maxxon
Joined On 2/22/2016 3:30:00 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Actually many of the fast food chains have been putting factory made substances into their food offerings for decades. I don't

remember which one was guilty of mixing unknown "pink stuff" into their ground meat but I do remember seeing the pictures in

news stories.
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Jackieh1965
Joined On 7/10/2016 4:35:30 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I genuinely believe that they are coming at the population from all angles, via our food, our drinking water, our environment EMF and

5G, chemtrails, healthcare and psychologically. I know it sounds crazy but I also wonder whether the forces behind this agenda are

actually human.
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes on all accounts and no they are not. "Underground" is more than an adjective.
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RedRavenSounds
Joined On 8/9/2021 12:25:52 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

They are agents of "old hob", methastophales, Beelzebub, Satan, the Great deceiver  (and all of the other names he goes by).

 And maligned David Icke has talked about this for years, . I think they are what the indigenous peoples call "skin walkers" - a

personiQcation of evil that has taken human form. The good news is that Lord Jesus whom WE listen to, has dominion OVER

them. Remember what Jesus said when the fallen angel Satan, tried to tempt Jesus corporeal form as he walked on Earth......

He said "GET BEHIND ME SATAN!!" And Satan coward and left him. Peace be with you.
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nickjj
Joined On 12/21/2021 4:40:09 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Have there been any long term SAFETY TESTS on this BIOMILQ product? Bill Gates is a Malthusian depopulator and eugenicist and

why should we trust any product he brings to market? Maybe this conveniently timed roll-out of his biotech lab non-breast breast milk

was a PR and proQteering scam -- so the public would think, "Oooh, Bill Gates is riding to the rescue during a shortage of baby formula,

isn't that great" and giving their precious babies this Frankenstein concoction. Bill Gates probably has lost count of the number of

babies who have been injured or died in his drug trials, so what if his new product isn't any good for babies now either -- could he care

less?

Because of his behavior in the past twenty plus years, it looks like for Gates it's all about proQteering , depopulating, and corrupting

institutions. He's a great success at those things. When it comes to keeping babies alive and thriving, not so good? I say, throw the

bum out along with his Biomilq product.
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Bottom line is "PROFITS". The reason all these companies are investing in fake and/or plant based foods is because they are cheaper

to produce, are less regulated, and have longer a longer shelf life. Then they get to charge you the same price or more than you would

pay for real meat or dairy. The FDA regulations passed down during the Clinton years to mitigate the FAKE food poisoning crises in the

1990's has all but put the meat industry out of business. It's the business model of the Democrats. Create a fake crisis out of thin air

and then create a fake solution that brings in more money. The solution always involves new laws and regulations that puts more

money in the pockets of those that contribute to their election campaigns. There's always someone like Bill Gates or Hillary Clinton

behind the curtain pulling the strings. I can't see this going much longer. Everyone with half a brain can see through all the layers of

corruption.
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Actually appears a corporate-sponsored horse race, in which entitled entities can patent fake nature fast and faster to gain a

competitive advantage. Human health or lack thereof from consuming these facsimiles is of little to no concern... Here's an

article from Vandana Shiva Dr M referenced in the above:

navdanyainternational.org/the-corporate-push-for-synthetic-foods-false..  - see what you think! My guess is these days are also

numbered, much depends on younger generations not buying their bullsh!T and baloney.
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

JamNjim - - Took a while to Qnd a good article explaining GREENWASHING (click to read entire article) with an embedded video

near the bottom entitled: "The Build Back Better Bust - Massive Spending Halted". As some may have been following the news

that Deutsch Bank o_ces for their DWS division, were raided by German authorities this Tuesday in Berlin(?), here's an article,

don't miss the video interview - www.msn.com/en-us/money/markets/what-is-greenwashing-the-practice-that..  - - apparently

this has been going on for years, even more crap is coming up, into the light, and rate of exposure is increasing. My take on this

is "they" are losing big time! - - - Too bad the German authorities waited to raid until after the bravado shown at DAVOS just last

week, yes?
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maxxon
Joined On 2/22/2016 3:30:00 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The problem seems to be that the amount of evil and corruption far exceeds the goodness in the world. Or maybe the evil and

corruption seem to be much louder. But the real problem is when people of good character and integrity cannot force

themselves to take actions they consider against their beliefs to deal appropriately with the evil in the world. The basic tenet of

humanity is evil must be destroyed and goodness increased despite the methods necessary to destroy them for the common

good of all. This is not a religious issue this is a human issue.

The fact that our world allows so much evil to develop and expand is our fault. We know evil when we see or hear it. What we

need is the courage to carry out the destruction no matter what it takes. Evil people do not have any right to expect society to

treat them differently than the way they treat society. There is only one totally successful way a sheep farmer deals with a pack

of wild dogs; extermination of the wild dogs. Evil individuals and groups are no better than the wild dogs.
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yesss! off topic? Nope, check out these percentages. How about real US uptake of experimental gene therapy shots. Adding the

fully boosted plus never boosted together is lower total than those who never took any shots - LESS THAN 50% OF US

POPULATION!! This was just posted - - -www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/immunology-professor-on-why-data-shows-more-..  -

Pause the player about 15 seconds into video. CDC and media seriously lying during plandemic, may have started and going on

years earlier.
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jwyoungjerry
Joined On 11/13/2020 3:22:37 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

What ever happened to the King of Microsoft? Bill Gates had turned into a globalist like George Soros. These two don't have the best

interest of humanity at heart. Pushing Covid vaccines on us and other deadly drugs. He has join big Pharma and other so-called health

authorities in depopulating the Earth. This is genocide plain and simple.
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Mimosa5
Joined On 8/2/2021 12:28:13 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Wherever Bill Gates intervenes, a trail of death and destruction follows. One of the reasons we have so much disease globally is

because ultra-processed foods are now the norm for a large percentage of the population. The answer, therefore, isn't to create even

more processed foods. The answer is to eat more wholesome, natural foods. The problems we face are numerous and, on the surface,

complicated. Yet when you examine these problems, we often don't need high-tech solutions. Our sophisticated technology doesn't

trump nature.
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catladyjan
Joined On 11/17/2021 6:16:49 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Gates is a psychopath who needs to be removed from society and put somewhere where he can no longer do harm to humanity.......I

will NEVER give up meat and other natural protein and veggies to eat those disgusting fake burgers and such. All the vegans I come in

contact with look pale, sickly, sometimes fat, sometimes too thin and have no JOY in their faces. So sad and pathetic.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 6/2/2022 9:19:07 AM
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RedRavenSounds
Joined On 8/9/2021 12:25:52 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Devils Island would be appropriate

Mark as Spam  Posted On 6/2/2022 1:54:01 PM

" Like  # Dislike

 

brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Day after day, month after month year after year and decade after decade these same individuals just do this to humanity and smirk as

they do so. Fauci 40 years plus and Gates as well. We will not know two more sinister individuals responsible for more corruption than

these two yet they simply are walk freely thru life with nary a scratch of concern. Is anyone just sick and tired of the utter lack of

accountability?
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It's all for the money. Create a crisis that would have never existed to start with if the government stayed out of everyone's

business and then magically present a solution that makes the rich richer. It's a never ending drama/soap opera. The news

media is nothing but a drama reality show now. All they do is push the narrative of the Marxist Dems.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 6/2/2022 8:51:59 AM
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

brodie, I commend you on your ability to keep your daily posts on lack of accountability fresh and new.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 6/2/2022 9:05:29 AM
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

JamNjim always the same playbook ploy isn't it with the commiecRAT way. Create the problem and then come to the rescue

with false altruistic compassion-empathy using "we the people" monies to do so. Commie 101. Brianallen1 it IS the new

deQnition of insanity (zero accountability) The orchestrators of these intentional crimes against humanity have to be held

accountable otherwise none of this ends. Yes it's been a mantra I have consistently ridden. Call it a REAL pet peeve :)

Mark as Spam  Posted On 6/2/2022 9:15:01 AM
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Your pet peeve is quite justiQable. However, when they control the justice ( just -us) system, accountability is rare.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 6/2/2022 9:51:57 AM
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maxxon
Joined On 2/22/2016 3:30:00 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Their "global mass murder" tally will never be o_cially known but we all know it is more than any two others monsters in the

history of the world. Why does Russia have an open warrant for George Soros? Why does India have one for Bill Gates? Why

doesn't the U.S.have one of Tony Fauci, Francis Collins and Rochelle Walensky ?

Mark as Spam  Posted On 6/2/2022 10:18:04 AM
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b_good_2_me
Joined On 3/25/2011 8:06:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes indeed I am so sick and tired of all of these monsters never being held accountable. Thanks for your insightful comments

on this forum.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 6/2/2022 11:04:12 AM
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Brian hard to debate that fact about "just-us". It IS what it is now for sure. Maxxon you are SO right on "why doesn't" the USA

have one on the names mentioned...

Mark as Spam  Posted On 6/2/2022 2:12:03 PM
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weehen
Joined On 8/25/2010 2:09:20 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

We must urgently switch from buying products from “the system “ (Costco, Walmart, Amazon etc) to supporting regenerative farmers.

 Good Ranchers website allows you to order meat and (most critically) help to ensure farmers can Lourish. It is urgent that we support

the good farmers so they can keep producing and survive this very deliberate push to take over our food production!
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hgcharlan
Joined On 11/17/2012 10:10:24 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Good Ranchers is excellentalso Cooks Venture for amazing chicken. Both have outstanding customer service and fast shipping.

 I agree that supporting producers of real food is critical.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 6/2/2022 8:21:02 AM
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Jackaroni
Joined On 4/4/2009 8:32:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Just ordered a side of 100% grass-fed beef from a local rancher. Going to get some pastured chicken from him as well.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 6/2/2022 8:48:55 AM
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ElizabethHope
Joined On 8/12/2016 8:50:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I believe Gates is on the board of Costco
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Boomerguy
Joined On 11/29/2019 1:02:39 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Absolutely. We've been doing that for 10 years here in Toronto Ontario. We have very very good local food distribution and many

farmers we buy from. Our store is J+W Foods in Scarborough with all local and lots of game. Venison, wild boar etc. Along with

amazing chicken, beef, pork etc. No food shortage here yet. I know for the big box shoppers who are mostly sleeping still,it is

coming.
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RedRavenSounds
Joined On 8/9/2021 12:25:52 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I will deQnitely be checking them out. Everyone beneQts!
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bimbamboom
Joined On 8/21/2013 1:57:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Impossible to get me to eat “The Impossible Burger” so bad in ingredients that it even makes the “Beyond Meat” burger look edible.

Bill Gate’s backed “Impossible Burger” wonderful GMO Frankenstein creation.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 6/2/2022 3:30:54 AM
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Jeremiah.8
Joined On 5/31/2022 10:37:50 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

46 years ago I found a large rat hair in my McDonalds burger. Those were the good ole days. Now even the rats can't survive on

the food the cows have to eat.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 6/2/2022 10:55:28 AM
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TonyRyan
Joined On 2/7/2010 10:51:00 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Why is Bill Gates not dead? Why is a billionaire immune from prosecution, especially when the crimes are genocide, democide, and the

paralysis of more than 53,000 children with the so-called 'polio vaccine'? Why are 340 million Americans able to buy guns yet not one

American defends himself or his children from this monster? What year did democracy die in America? OK, I can answer that one:

1776. Which probably answers the other three questions.
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bee70578
Joined On 1/24/2014 4:03:10 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Well for sure he's dead on the inside.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 6/2/2022 3:58:10 AM
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I ask the same thing about madman Fauci.
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nickstubbs
Joined On 7/7/2013 1:57:52 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

We would never know if he did die.  With the incredible deep fake technology in regard to video and even realistic masks, make

up, voice simulations and AI, he could well live forever.  https://youtu.be/iyiOVUbsPcM    Imagine... An "elite" dies but to keep

their investments bringing in dividends and all manner of other reasons, their family keeps them "alive" for as long as is

reasonably possible without people realising.  What about if a successful musician died?  AI can now create NEW material,

using the same voice and new lyrics based on the artists entire back catalogue. Who would ever know?

 www.dazeddigital.com/music/article/52443/1/artiQcial-intelligence-cre..    Would you do it?
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thinkinmama
Joined On 6/28/2021 12:29:53 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I wonder that anytime I hear something new and horrible he’s done or anytime I hear of a murder/mass shooting. How is it that

all these innocent people are being murdered yet a true monster like him is still trying to rule the world?
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Horsea
Joined On 5/7/2007 4:05:34 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

@Tony. Great comment!
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otis101
Joined On 7/10/2010 6:30:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I ask the same about Henry Kissinger. At 98 still muttering. He was behind the curtain orchestrating dozens of "regime change"

in democratic countries that did not support the psychopaths in Washington D.C. Millions of innocent women, men, and children

died horrible deaths because of HK.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 6/2/2022 12:22:45 PM
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Dordee
Joined On 5/22/2012 12:47:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If one of us shot Gates, we would be hung onstantly. We do not have his money to protect us from punishment.
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san5129
Joined On 5/16/2021 4:10:10 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

1776...Washington and many of those who followed were freemasons and their cronies have been working diligently since then

to bring down this beautiful country. I have been totally red-pilled on everything in the past 15 years....I do believe the Higher

Divine Creator power will win, but what a stinking bloody ride this world has been for all us.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 6/2/2022 5:04:24 PM
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RedRavenSounds
Joined On 8/9/2021 12:25:52 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Gates is one sick puppy. Obviously his mama didn't love him, and we know his daddy is/was a eugenicist. May Gates rot in hell ASAP.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 6/2/2022 11:33:16 AM
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justbev2
Joined On 4/25/2015 12:36:45 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There appears to be some positive movements albeit slow. action4canada.com/court-update-may-31-2022  Have a great day .
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Cbushpilotgmail.com
Joined On 8/2/2017 7:39:05 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I don't eat fake meat....I don't miss meat so I don't need to get fake, unhealthy 'stuff'.....besides, anything that Gates does is poison,

anyway.....

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 6/2/2022 8:50:41 AM
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rjk6619
Joined On 10/2/2018 11:29:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Gates is being punked by that other moron Fauci. Gates can't keep a virus out of Windows OS yet this maggot has control over the

W.H.O and those global nitwits.  Canada's Punk in charge has banned gun ownership and Gates wants us to all eat rubber sprayed with

veggie oil.  This idiocy cannot exist and a civil war is brewing and brewing fast. Prepare because it's about to get real ugly.  Fake

dictators are using our Constitution as toilet paper. Anyone who condones these actions is complicit.
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yep, we are in for a rude awakening! The $h!t is about to hit the fan! What happened in TX was another planned event. No police

o_cer lets someone kill nineteen 8, 9, and 10 year olds for an ENTIRE HOUR! Someone would have gone in and stopped this

monster. An off duty border patrol o_cer getting his hair cut borrows the barbers gun and runs in to take this punk out! Are you

F's kidding me??? Yet, all the so-called experts are sitting around and scratching their heads as to how they allowed this to go

on for more than an hour. IT WAS PLANNED! It becomes blatantly obvious this was planned when the Senate votes

UNAIMOUSLY to pass a bill that would harden all schools with impenetrable barriers and armed guards, but Chuck Schumer

shoots it down. This is another case of planned crisis so the Dems can pass more laws that restrict more of our freedoms.

 They can't move forward with this "Great Reset" as long as we are armed.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 6/2/2022 8:45:17 AM
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medrakemdgmail.com
Joined On 3/10/2021 10:35:16 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It is clear that every bad thing happening in Western civilization can be traced to Gates, and in most cases Soros and Schwab are

involved as well. It all Qts together in a plan to depopulate the West, largely exterminate the caucasoid peoples except for a small

homosexual priestly caste, and replace the former Americans and Europeans with a brown Third World lumpenproletariat. This was

the Coudenhove-Kalergi Plan a century ago, initially backed by the Rothschilds, the Warburgs and Bernard Baruch. The scheme for

world government, oligarchical dictatorship, socialism and a mostly mohammedan Afro-Asian population has been rejiggered as the

Great Reset and the Great Replacement, but it still rests on genocide, tyranny, poverty, suffering and tyrannical rule by blue helmets in

black helicopters.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 6/2/2022 6:55:52 AM
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juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

More Too Big's who were Too Big before they became monopolies, before they became the gov't. Follow the Money? Why bother? As

with so much for a very long time it's the same playbook and the same trail leading back to the same individual & sources. Snake

Gates, (RIP Stan, gone but not forgotten.) This is the situation when an industry or an individual becomes a Monopoly. When too big to

begin with become monopoly's quality disappears, short cuts increase, it all becomes PR glitz and then they feed this dis-ease by

capturing the regulating agencies and gov't, shut down any information pointing these things out.

Gates is a monopoly with an oversized wallet & ego fueling undue unwarranted inLuence as if digital digits in a spreadsheet offers

access to genius. Same old playbook, pull out an image of Disney's Snow White's wicked witch as a midwife promoting an image the

pure & natural as demonic, and dis-ease infested. Hate yourself and bodily functions in exchange for synthetic goo bringing negatives

not only to moms and the babies, but throughout Creation. Use Sales Dog Marketing Science to offer solutions for a problem actually

affecting a few unfortunate moms who are too small a market share for those that more is never enough.

Local, local, local and you can't get more local than a mom taking care of her child with the best nourishment available. Same with

feeding the world. Maniacs disrupting real food, shutting out the people with the knowledge to produce it without Monopoly methods.

Shutting out our ability to provide real food to us, if not for interference from those same maniacs. Gates decades ago sitting in front

of Congress for Predatory Monopoly practices yet smirking. Now we know why. Shortly these gov't o_cials would all be bowing &

kissing his ring, impatiently waiting for the check to come in mail.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 6/2/2022 5:36:34 AM
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eileenruth
Joined On 3/7/2021 1:40:46 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Breast is really the best, anything else is second in line. And chest feeding; please leave furniture out of the discussion. AND GATES?

BLAH BLAH BLAH...Just ignore the snake..that way, they never bite. They just slither away.
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Pete.Smith
Joined On 10/11/2013 8:19:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You don't ignore a snake. You keep a sharp eye on him. I'm sure the criminal Gates has secret plans to put vaccines in his fake

baby milk formula. So lock him up, before he can do more harm. Send him to India to be prosecuted for the murder of children

who died from his vaccines. We can also prosecute him in the USA for treason, for assisting the WEF coup d'tat plans to take

over the USA, so the USA becomes part of an unelected NWO elite and lose its sovereignty in this process.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 6/2/2022 6:17:57 AM
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Gates is just the entertaining 'Mouth' .......someone to yell at and lose sleep over....wake up .Bill Gates is just a dancing

puppet...entertaining the masses......he is just a distraction.....kinda like the politicians..... These things are only to distract

ya....to keep your eyes and mind and thoughts off the real problem......and its progressing well ahead of schedule .......when 5G

is up and running .......YOU WON'T BE!!!!  wake up before its too late >>>>>

 www.youtube.com/watch?v=TP2sdCOr2II&ab_channel=FilmIsNowMovieTrail..

Mark as Spam  Posted On 6/2/2022 5:03:26 PM
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premiademar14
Joined On 6/22/2008 7:42:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Well, my 4 children from 1968 were fed with goat's milk, I used to place a multi drops in the bottle they were called PENTAVITE here in

Australia. I never had any problems, they could not have cow's milk caused tummy problems. It was not easy to get, but one of the

health shops here, had a farmer who sold the milk x 2 days a week,never used any formulas, so, best to keep away from those, they

could have too many additives.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 6/1/2022 11:27:56 PM
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Heimdall1
Joined On 9/5/2017 6:30:21 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Goats' milk is the closest you can get to human breast milk as far as I m know, therefore good choice.
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bee70578
Joined On 1/24/2014 4:03:10 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hi remiademar14 - I couldn't take breast milk as a baby. I found out much later that my mum had a mouthful of mercury Qllings

which were extracted previous to my birth but I'm pretty sure now that she carried a heavy Hg load just the same. Decades later

I went though a mercury detox, with huge improvements. You grow up with bad stuff and you can think the way you feel and

function is 'normal' but very often, no. It pays to explore your health and the options, as we have all discovered here.
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Brenda73
Joined On 6/11/2015 8:57:41 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

After breastfeeding my daughters, I gave them goat milk instead of cow for a number of years!

Mark as Spam  Posted On 6/2/2022 8:10:02 AM
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

That's what I had to drink. My grandparents actually had goats and sold the milk. I was lucky to access to real organic goats

milk! My mother couldn't produce enough milk.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 6/2/2022 8:32:41 AM
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kmhoffva17gmail.com
Joined On 1/5/2022 11:37:52 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

As stated, Gates has bought over 288K acres of farmland. The government is paying farmers/dairy farmers not to farm. Those

farmers who are being bought are pure garbage. But guess who else is buying up large acreage? The Wilton Family....Walmart....but

they are buying land that has natural spring water underneath the ground and land where the water does not meet into a river, etc. Why

are they doing that? Because then there are no domains......Did you also know that William Bennett owns the railroad system that

transports oil up through the northeast and northwest at for $18 per gallon, making him billions.

the Keystone pipeline cost several dollars per gallon.......and Biden closed the Keystone pipeline for the elitist. climate control is

nothing but a joke and at taxpayers expense. in 2032, there will be a huge payout of trillions of dollars to these elitist from Climate

Control. Al Gore started with Climate Control back in the 80's....why do we still have a n issue. I encourage you to watch Dr. Shiva's

whiteboard You Tube on Climate Control. 20 minutes and you will be Loored on what these elitist are doing to this country
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kmhoffva17gmail.com
Joined On 1/5/2022 11:37:52 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

American's better get to know their local dairy farmers and start making their own baby formula. Why, because anything Bill Gates is

involved with mean death and maiming of individuals.  CC/FDA and MSM are now saying making home made formula is not good for

your baby. REALLY? But Bill Gates is? Not a e_n chance!

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 6/2/2022 11:53:58 AM
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Woodcarver
Joined On 3/20/2011 3:47:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I noticed the frozen food section in the store the other day with the "beyond belief fake meats" and they were fully stocked. No one was

buying them. The real meat section was going strongly. People cannot be fooled forever, although you do get the one third who cannot

seem to think for themselves, and believe in whatever the "Scientism" priests tell them. I guess Gates is the scientism Pope who is

"infallible" as long as he is paying off the right people.
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Jackaroni
Joined On 4/4/2009 8:32:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I guess the fake meat industry wasn't prepared for consumers actually reading the ingredient labels. I suppose eliminating ingredient

labels will be next on the WEF agenda, because the masses aren't "smart enough" to realize how beneQcial all those chemicals and

highly processed ingredients are.
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matahawa
Joined On 8/28/2016 3:59:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

So the infant formula shortage could be or is an attempt to push Biomilq? Create a situation for it's push to market? A sub-version of

EUA? For tax payers to pay for it? Before we PAY for it with it's synthetic and omega-6 ingredients? Ultimately inferior? Ultimately

contributing to making the most vulnerable, the most trusting sicker or weaker?
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highseaspirate
Joined On 11/27/2021 12:11:12 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Crimes against humanity
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dad5
Joined On 4/13/2007 2:24:24 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Its EXAX+CTLY like wearing a left handed glove on your right hand...  Appears to work but does not...
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Keythong
Joined On 3/2/2021 12:07:23 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

For the USA, RICO (Racketeer InLuenced and Corrupt Organizations Act) would appear relevant!
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pjs5658
Joined On 4/21/2015 8:44:03 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

American baby formula is disgusting..i had a very hard time breastfeeding..but when i would read the ingredients on the back of

formula can..NO WAY was i giving my daughter that unhealthy monstrous ingredients in her body!! gates is evil on earth!! follow the

money always! mercola strong
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PathNotes
Joined On 12/25/2012 3:44:06 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The failed plant-based nutrition experiment is over.  The Carnivore diet is going to set things to rights over the next 5-10 years.
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333mary
Joined On 6/15/2015 2:26:47 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

What about the dwindling beef supply.  Drought and processing plants affecting?  Flocks of Chickens being destroyed 'bird Lu'?

Chicken farm in Minnesota burning--huge number of chickens gone, so eggs short suppley?  The avilability and cost might be

prhibitive.
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IamCat
Joined On 6/2/2022 3:01:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The vaccine makes it impossible to breast feed because it hurts the baby. How convenient for Gates.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 6/2/2022 3:02:33 PM
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TRitchie
Joined On 3/24/2012 11:24:53 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I wonder who's brought us that awful product Olestra which caused diarrhea in many who tried it?

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 6/2/2022 2:07:44 PM
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Dordee
Joined On 5/22/2012 12:47:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Surely, he will burn in hell for his crimes against man and God!!!!!!!!!!!!
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walt3kgmail.com
Joined On 6/2/2022 1:19:40 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Guess what year Soylent Green is set in? Just sayin... :-\

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 6/2/2022 1:20:58 PM
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sutlaf2
Joined On 6/2/2022 11:46:21 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Not to be forgotten, It is vastly dangerous to put all your eggs in one basket.  If 70 or 80% of food stuffs are derived from one food

source then a bacteria or virus attacking the crop would mean and end to all of the people who rely on that crop. Imagine if Monsanto

went on strike one year and said they were not going to supply their customers with seed. That would e the end of all chickens and

pigs. It is easy to see that this consolidation of food supply and seed and pesticide can easily manipulated into a fast and dirty

genocide.. The people responsible will be in Dubai ( Dubai was built as a refuge- lots of oil for power and desalination of sea water and

vertical farming in large glass buildings. It's perfect in it's remoteness)

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 6/2/2022 11:52:27 AM
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LearningNew
Joined On 6/2/2022 10:52:31 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

(Creators of chemical laden c r a p) "Beyond Meat, lost $6 billion since March 2020 due to weak sales growth." Yay...best news item

read today. Biggest laugh? They did it despite weekly discounts and massive promotion. Heck, if the ChiCom/Globalist elitist's puppet

fraud (pResident) could mandate we eat garbage fake meat, you know he would. Reading the obits of some of the most evil traitors in

America, Bill Gates, fraud puppet, FraudXi, Pukelosi, Commie Obamie and Soreazz, all responsible for misery, even deaths, would elicit

celebrations.
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Krofter
Joined On 6/2/2015 9:47:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

secularheretic.substack.com/p/will-the-next-plandemic-be-food-born?s=r
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

How EASY that would be too

Mark as Spam  Posted On 6/2/2022 2:05:46 PM
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Raythe4th
Joined On 7/16/2012 8:10:52 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I’m sure those satanic bastards would have killed off the majority of humanity already if viruses did exist the way they portray them.

The last time I checked, Germ theory was STILL just a theory! We’ve been Watching a bastardization of the food supply and an entire

pharmaceutical and vaccine industry spring up over the past 100 years all based on obvious frauds like Louis Pasteur. The false Lag

events were going on back in his day, all in an effort to destroy family traditions in favor of Science. Problem is, the science wasn’t

legit, and it didn’t matter. It was used to push an agenda. For thousands of years people consumed raw milk without issue, and then

along came Louis Pasteur as a talking mouth piece for the elite.

Roll out the Hegelian dialect, move cows to the city, start feeding them spent grain from breweries, and then push that Germ theory

agenda by getting people sick from drinking that toxic milk. All so they could introduce the solution they desired all along.

Pasteurization, and new regulations. The real purpose was to destroy a living food, and render it lifeless aka nutrient dead. This was an

attack on the food supply. Can’t have healthy people drinking natural substances like milk! Gotta push Coke onto the population.

Get them to smoke cigarettes, and drink alcohol. Then they moved on to getting Crisco into homes nationwide. Fooled the public into

using Crisco and margarine over real butter and tallow. Never ending fraud and deception until you Flash forward to today, and they

have totally corrupted the entire food supply with toxic crap. Can’t sit down at ihop and actually get real Maple syrup with your

pancakes. But they have 15 different Lavors of fake syrup all made from GMO High fructose corn sweetened syrups. And forget about

getting real butter on anythingbut you can get “ I can’t believe it’s not butter“ on your toast! Cont
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Raythe4th
Joined On 7/16/2012 8:10:52 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Cont They’ve been working just as hard at poisoning the air and water too. You wonder what in the hell all of those secret

societies are doing behind closed doors? Probably Qguring out which food supply they are going to poison next. Hard not to be

cynical after learning the truth as to what’s been going on. They feed cows GMO corn, and then act surprised when the meat is

causing health issues among the population. They homogenize the milk, and act stupid when the public starts suffering from

heart disease. They know it causes scarring of the heart tissue, that’s the whole point. They can’t have us drinking natural raw

healthy milk. They have to bastardize everything and then gaslight us when we question things.

With no history, we can’t see whats becoming of us, or compare this generation to previous ones. The government has been

subsidizing corn, wheat and soybeans for yearsever wonder why those 3? I’ll give you a hintthey’re all Monsanto/Bayer GMO

crops. How could people possibly trust their government when they have a long history of trying to corrupt and destroy us.

People are stupid, and governments can’t be trusted. I’m pissed off now even thinking about all of the corruption. Sorry for

rambling. Here’s a Youtube link that pretty much sums up how I feel https://youtu.be/ZzVziB-e_eg  It’s called - TELEVISION

WATCHING NEWS BELIEVERS
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

People deserve to suffer for the consequences of their ignorance, stupidity, laziness, inaction, poor choices, gullibility,

foolishness etc. They have nobody to blame but themselves. However, everyone else must suffer as part of society due to their

behavior.
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ltsitsivas
Joined On 6/19/2006 2:59:00 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I just want to say thank you, Dr. Mercola and everyone involved with these important articles that spread the word about fake foods

that are really poison. The damage they do to our environment and our people is outrageous.
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mmcguire.cv
Joined On 8/6/2021 10:01:42 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

He is a real life Mr. Evil.
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jocox22yahoo.com
Joined On 12/30/2021 10:51:10 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This coming from a guy who has never seen the inside of a gym, who regularly injects adrenochrome is obese and looks like he has

never spend anytime outside enjoying the sun. A real piece of work this yahoo.
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wareagle82
Joined On 1/25/2022 10:01:46 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"When you’re dependent on fake food, your very survival is also dependent on the handful of companies that manufacture them." It's

almost as if that's the point of all this and it's happening while people spend more time watching the Johnny Depp trial, blissfully

ignorant of the WEF which has noticed this and now says the quiet parts out loud.
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Jackaroni
Joined On 4/4/2009 8:32:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

How true. I keep seeing headlines about the Johnny Depp trial but am blissfully unaware of what that is all about. I'd rather

spend my time learning about events that actually matter and affect me and those close to me.
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thinkinmama
Joined On 6/28/2021 12:29:53 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes why is a defamation case mainstream news? Someone asked me if I’d been following it and I didn’t even know what they

were talking about. There are bigger things to be concerned about.
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Fortywinksbandbgmail.com
Joined On 6/2/2020 5:18:51 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Problems with fake meat, it doesn't really bother me as I'm more or less veggie anyway, but, much of it has wheat protein as the

substitute protein, not good and even worse if you are gluten free. Then there is the soya based protein, a hormone disrupter. Only OK

as tofu which is fermented. But we are superbly healthy and don't need any of it, most tastes rubbish or tasteless, just avoid all of it!

Jennifer
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I will take your bet on the breast feeding VS fake formula and raise you one! --

www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10859287/Transgender-paramedic-breast..
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bee70578
Joined On 1/24/2014 4:03:10 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

When working as a psych nurse UK in the early 70s we had male patients who were treated with stilbestrol who started

lactating.
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" Like  # Dislike

 

brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Randy, I'm trying to digest lunch here. Thanks a lot.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 6/2/2022 5:52:05 PM

" Like  # Dislike

 

Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Brian; you should have told me earlier! I hope you're Qnished now. This society just keeps getting more and more insane!

Mark as Spam  Posted On 6/2/2022 7:03:41 PM

" Like  # Dislike

 

ElectionFraudInvestigator
Joined On 8/2/2021 10:07:09 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It's my understanding that it's dangerous for a COVID injected woman to breast feed an infant.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 6/2/2022 7:11:15 AM

" Like  # Dislike

 

Rovatec
Joined On 6/11/2020 7:06:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

i agree Maxxon. WHO in 1972 stated they could turn jabs into killing machines. Step 1 - turn off immune system step 2 - inject virus

step 3 - create cytokine storm Seems the plandemic is perfect opportunity to use it. They have been patient. reference here

fromthetrenchesworldreport.com/who-memos-1972-explains-how-to-turn-vac..

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 6/2/2022 11:25:17 AM

" Like  # Dislike

 

scraps
Joined On 12/21/2010 3:45:44 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Billy Bob and the billionaire psychopaths must be behind the burning and destruction of so many food processing (meat, eggs)

centers recently. These people need to go away asap!

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 6/2/2022 9:01:34 AM

" Like  # Dislike

 

BrianDossDMD
Joined On 4/18/2022 7:24:22 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hey let’s take high fructose corn syrup and seed oils and give it to the weakest of us all!!! and stick them with 86 doses of toxic

chemicals and act surprised when they die!!!

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 6/2/2022 9:29:22 AM

" Like  # Dislike
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Raythe4th
Joined On 7/16/2012 8:10:52 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I’ve started to notice the removal of HFCS in tons of products. It’s obvious that people were purposely avoiding all products that

included that garbage, so companies quietly caved and started using sugar again. Sadly though, these wicked people will just

come up with something else to poison humanity with.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 6/2/2022 10:11:08 AM

" Like  # Dislike

 

mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

2027 sh- It will hit the fan..... www.youtube.com/watch?v=TP2sdCOr2II&ab_channel=FilmIsNowMovieTrail..

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 6/2/2022 5:08:37 PM

" Like  # Dislike

 

Jeremiah.8
Joined On 5/31/2022 10:37:50 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

To brianallen1,  Your comment :                                                                                                          "People deserve to suffer for the

consequences of their ignorance, stupidity, laziness, inaction, poor choices, gullibility, foolishness etc. They have nobody to blame but

themselves. However, everyone else must suffer as part of society due to their behavior."                           As a person who is currently

suffering the consequences of my ignorance, stupidity, laziness, inaction, poor choices, gullibility, foolishness etc, I fully embrace the

truth that I have nobody to blame but myself and much worse, there a several people that I love more that I can explain who are

suffering and will continue to suffer until they are dead due to my behavior.                             So, how about you? Life going well?

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 6/2/2022 3:19:36 PM

" Like  # Dislike

 

brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Well I certainly wasn't singling any one person out. I was speaking about the general population of the world that has fallen for

all of the lies and deceit. That no matter how much the minority Qghts this battle, the majority causes much damage. I am very

sorry that you are speciQcally suffering along with your loved ones and hope all of your situations improve.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 6/2/2022 5:31:03 PM

" Like  # Dislike

 

IceAgeEugenics.info
Joined On 8/30/2008 12:11:43 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Psst... lovestosing6... shhhh... hey it's me roberto... the secret you know whats toasted our comms late last night just as I pushed send

on the reply to your post above. Likely just got put into the Fakeologist/FakeOtube lovers memory-hole or Qx the "broken links"

discussion penalty box "temporarily" again (not the Qrst time as you might expect;)... there is much, much free-er reign over at

https://electroverse.net/  to "speak freely" and share links about the the taboo "why now" pre-mini/maxi ice age ahead/now

eugenics-dynamics if you know what I mean...

[you could msg me direct if you'd like - click on the blue hotlink near the top here

[ice-age-ahead-iaa.ca/ice_age_1/Exraordinary_Evidence_in_Plasma_Astroph.. ] We'd love to see you in the comments section with

you're fakeOlogos dialectic smarts at Electroverse too. Be sure to say hi. Cap is great. Cheers from AB. p.s. I really liked your fun

comment... I was going to send it to Ab/Tim. I did two "interesting" one hour interviews with Ab that got posted over on FakeOtube last

year.

Dialectic or dialectics (Greek: , dialektik; related to dialogue; German: Dialektik), also known as the dialectical method, is a discourse

between two or more people holding different points of view about a subject but wishing to establish the truth through reasoned

argumentation. Dialectic resembles debate, but the concept excludes subjective elements such as emotional appeal and the modern

pejorative sense of rhetoric. en.wikipedia.org/.../Dialectic  Cheers.
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shbaker1
Joined On 10/19/2012 6:19:28 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Where did the video go on Bill Gates now attacking moms???
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Micha_El
Joined On 4/23/2020 4:52:00 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I have read about the passing over of Stan Becker. He was a fellow compatriot, obviously well read with an agile brain. Cape Town has

lost a son.
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Pete.Smith
Joined On 10/11/2013 8:19:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I am so sad to hear that. May he Rest In Peace. We will miss his comments. Do you know the cause of death, Micha? I'm sure

many readers and me like to know more about him, so any info will be welcome.
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grulla
Joined On 1/17/2012 8:03:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There was a lot of discussion about Stanley's demise on yesterday's Mercola forum, but no mention or link as to the source of

information??? I tried to do a search on Capetown's obits, but to no avail. Hopefully perhaps, Mark Twain's quote might apply

here??? www.goodreads.com/quotes/13977-the-reports-of-my-death-are-greatly-exa..
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otis101
Joined On 7/10/2010 6:30:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

On May 24th commenter named "poiesis" posted on Stan's passing. The comment stayed at the top and gave no information on

why it happened. I posted the following comment, "poiesis, thanks for this information. I always found Stan as one with

intellectual wisdom, learned in the classics, common sense, and a Qghter for what he believed in. Stan and I always came out in

unison with the Qght against Monsanto and their CRAAP. Chemically Reprocessed Animals And Plants. Fly softly and high Stan."
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Pete.Smith
Joined On 10/11/2013 8:19:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thanks Otis
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Dordee
Joined On 5/22/2012 12:47:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

And we have lost a very good friend!
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san5129
Joined On 5/16/2021 4:10:10 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I too am sad to learn of Stan's passing. He was one of the good guys and his comments will be missed by all of us here.
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Heimdall1
Joined On 9/5/2017 6:30:21 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There is no competition. That's been made up to eyewash people in thinking how great it is. It's all controlled from the background, but

read this here: "I remember one infant who could not digest pasteurized milk, raw milk or the raw milk/honey blend. Three years ago a

young Korean couple came to Owanza and me (Owanza is a friend and nutritional colleague who was at one time my nutritional client).

The distressed mother held her Qve-month-old infant who screamed just as Jeff had. Owanza and I could see the couple’s humiliation.

It seemed to me that their gestures at soothing the baby were to show us that they cared and were helpless. In hopeful gesture, the

mother tenderly placed a bottle to the baby’s mouth and circled the nipple around her lips.

The infant’s little hands grabbed it and sucked. Within Qve seconds she pushed it away and screamed Qercely. The mother sighed.

“Does she cry like that often?” I asked. “She cries all the time, almost all day,” the mother said tensely. “Doctors not able to help. Five

months now,” her husband said. “May we try giving her something?” Owanza asked. “We have tried all formulas,” the mother said. “If it

works she’ll stop crying,” I said. “Okay,” the father said with bitter resignation. Owanza blended one raw fertile egg with two ounces of

Evian water for 30 seconds on low speed so that the egg would completely liquefy and not clog the nipple. For a moment, the

high-pitched blender noise distracted the infant from crying."
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Heimdall1
Joined On 9/5/2017 6:30:21 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"Baby Food/Infant Formula In 1998, a grandmother brought a 12-months-old girl to me. Three months earlier, a Pediatrician had

diagnosed the infant with anemia, retardation and oversized liver. The doctor prescribed many supplements, including iron, and

specialty baby formulas. After three months on the prescriptions and formulas, the infant showed signs of less strength, more

irritability, mental regression, and was unable to sleep restfully. I placed a golfball-sized amount of Qnely chopped beef in front

of her and let her play with it. Within 15 minutes, she consumed the beef.

She took more from the wrapper and ate it. I suggested that the child eat only raw beef, raw milk, unsalted raw butter and a little

unheated honey. She improved immediately. Within 2 months her energy level, mental aptitude and liver were normal. Now,

three years later and mainly having continued the diet, she is very advanced physically, mentally, socially and psychically. For

research on infant safety from drinking raw milk and the dangers of drinking formulas, and processed and pasteurized milks,

see pages 180-186."
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Heimdall1
Joined On 9/5/2017 6:30:21 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"Infant Milkshake 2 Servings 2 ounces raw milk 2 ounces raw cream 1 raw egg 1/4 teaspoon unheated honey Blenderize all

ingredients together in an 8-ounces jar on medium speed for 5 seconds. No straining is necessary." Can't tell that most people

as they're brainwashed like hell even here.
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gardenbe
Joined On 1/23/2016 7:24:00 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Heimdall1, the formula replacement is a great idea EXCEPT for the honey. Honey is not recommended for infants under 1year.

At 1 year most people feeding formula switch babies to cow milk anyway. But mixing the raw milk, cream & egg is a great idea!
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Don't feed honey to an infant. Use sulfur free molasses or prune juice.
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Jackaroni
Joined On 4/4/2009 8:32:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I believe that the "do not feed honey to infants" is being reevaluated, it may end up being in the same category as "don't eat fat

because it will make you fat".
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Heimdall1
Joined On 9/5/2017 6:30:21 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

@gardenbe, yes, but do you think that is right what they tell about honey and infants? Would you have any more information

about that it shouldn't be good for infants? What shouldn't be good and why?
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Boomerguy
Joined On 11/29/2019 1:02:39 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Arrests are coming shortly. I will be there as a WITNESS with all the military and Police surrounding the court house PEACEFULLY.

Have a listen. Christopher James and Marcus Ray with Mike Adams  www.brighteon.com/76d553c6-efa7-44f9-a9db-ad96748d389e
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MaryJ610
Joined On 1/19/2012 10:39:19 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Is billy goat the anti christ?
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Nope. The anti-christ is a system not a person.
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ElectionFraudInvestigator
Joined On 8/2/2021 10:07:09 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I don't know, but Windows is a very crappy computer OS that was forced on the public through monopoly practices.
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

god if ya have a kid nurse the kid.....if ya can't......dont have kids ......dumbc*nt
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stu5016
Joined On 8/22/2021 7:55:56 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

One fake meat this is great is Quorn, a fungus sold for many decades in the UK and here for the past 20 years. This is a simple natural

organism, yes grown in a "lab" that is tightly controlled conditions like, say, Kombucha.
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Quorn is terrible! Full of gluten and all sorts of rubbish. Eat real, whole foods, not manufactured ones. Full stop.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 6/2/2022 4:44:52 AM
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keynes9
Joined On 6/2/2022 7:56:20 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Absolutely nothing wrong with baby formula! My children grew up strong and healthy! Also my pediatrician was one of the best. I gave

my daughter skim milk instead of formula! I also fed her gerber applesauce and cereal at 3 weeks. My children and i are very bonded!

There is way too much hype on breast feeding! Actually there is not much nutrition in it, babies on breast milk are always crying

because they are hungry! My babies slept well, and napped longer! All this breast feeding pushing is unnecessary! Do what you think is

best. I did! My children are grown adults, we are close! My granddaughters were not breastfed! They are great, healthy and we are

bonded!
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Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Glad it worked for you but nowadays I would feel guilty putting anything from Gerber in the dumpster. I have more respect for

the dumpster. Good way to feed babies GMO's and glyphosate. Today's skim milk is not much better than white water and is

produced by cow's feeding on frankengrains. No thank you. Breastfeeding is by far the best and healthiest unless the mother

has been jabbed.
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Prayers for Dr. Zeenko--brave warrior for us all. Hospitalized with tumor in his heart, blood clot. Prayers for his health care

workers--wisdom
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What does this article have to do with the title, "How Doctors Are Incentivized and Brainwashed to Be Puppets"???? I see no

correlation.
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You may be looking at the wrong day.
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Articles stay up for 48 hours. After 48 hours a click on the article will automatically take you to a current article.
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